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Taken together, two social trends have become pervasive in the last 100
years in western civilized cultures, trends that are mostly overlooked but
that  threaten the integrity of society and ultimately the sustaining of  the
human species.  These are: 1) the ever extended period of adolescence
with the development of a separate adolescent culture over which adults
exercise very little control, and 2) the progressive dissolution of family and
community so that children are raised in a less and less secure, stable and
regulated social setting.

Traditional societies of bands and tribes formed the basis for human culture
and provided the platform for raising children for 99.9% of human history.
This  is  the  lengthy  setting  where  the  raising  of  children  achieved  its
fundamental stability.  In this long time-tested condition, children are almost
always with adults and under the supervision of adults.  The adolescent
period is brief with individuals moving through puberty and initiation into
adulthood  rather  quickly.   Rarely  is  there  anything  approximating  a
separate  adolsecent  culture,  and  in  the  few instances  where  this  does
occur the period of such "independence" is short.

In such traditional societies, children are raised not just by a mother and
father in a nuclear family, but also by an extended family and a community
of adults who all have the responsiblity to oversee and direct the behavior
of  children.   In  this  setting there are almost  always eyes with  authority
observing and "coaching."  All adults are the equivalent of aunts and uncles
and grandparents, and they are often referred to as such.  In this context,
behavior that gets out of line, whether by parents or children, is observed
rather immediately, and the rest of the community of "family" presses to see
that behavior changed and any negative effects compensated.

Traditional societies honor and reward individual talent and initiative, but
they also require respect for and the obligation to support the welfare of the



community [band, clan or tribe].  Children and especially adolescents do
not have free rein, much less a [protest or anti-social] culture of their own
for an extended period.

Modern western cultures, especially since the later 19th century with the
advent  of  both  universal  eduction  for  most  children  and  wage  based
employment for most adults, have seen the gradual demise of community
based child rearing and the development of a separate adolescent culture
supported by its own economy and lasting for ten to fifteen years.  Only
following a lengthy period of  education in  which adolescent  peers -  not
adults are the standard focus does the individual move at age 18, 22, 26, or
30 to adopt an adult role.  In this greatly extended adolescence [16 would
be about  the maximum in  traditional  cultures],  individuals are caught  in
limbo  -  betwixt  and  between,  neither  children  nor  adults  and  yet  fully
mature with all the hormones flowing that attend - without a clearly defined
direction.  Dangerous, especially when mostly left to themselves to collect
and "fester."

And  while  this  entended  free  play  and  annuoi  collects  among  modern
adolescents, the community is in dissolution as life is defined in terms of
the individual's freedom to do and become whatever he or she wants and
locate and move any number of times to accommodate one's opportunities
anywhere he or  she desires.    This  is  a receipe for  no commitment  to
neighbors or community - the typical adult life in the suburbs.  In this setting
the nuclear family is all  that is left of the extensive system of traditional
community based child rearing.  And now as divorce has become the norm
in marriage,  more children are raised in  single parent  families or  fused
families than in nuclear families.  With the world economy becoming the
dominant economic influence, even nuclear families now have both parents
working, leaving the children to secondary caretakers or to roam on their
own without supervision.  The forces of individualism for the person in the
pursuit of career and economic gain and for corporations in their need to
compete in a world economy have trumpt commitment to community and
left  children  to  find  their  way in  the  ever  expanding  wake  of  individual
interests.



What  most  people  do  not  realize  is  that  this  mess  we  westerners  find
ourselves in is not the norm.  It  is brand new, part of the experiment of
western civilization in its most recent years.  We do not have to accept this
situation; we have a choice.  We can do many things to alter these very
modern  social  trends,  but  we  have  to  first  recognize  that  there  are
alternatives.  And our own history as humans demonstrates that there is an
option to create a condition where there is greater balance between the
forces for  individualism and the  forces  for  communalism,  the  forces  for
fragmentation and the forces for unification.  And in finding our varied, new
and creative ways to reclaim this condition of greater balance [retaining the
advantages  of  complex  society  and  not  requiring  a  return  to  tribal
structure],  we  can  address  two  of  the  most  alarming  symptoms of  our
modern  social  disease  -  unfetered,  unconnected  and  hyper-extended
adolescence and fragmented child rearing. 


